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Rocketing costs for plywood, studs and other basic building materials are delaying some projects and boosting prices for badly needed new homes in
Anchorage. Shortages of appliances and other items ...
Surging prices for lumber and building materials are slowing projects in Anchorage and driving up costs
“The result of severing those important roots is that the tree’s anchorage and stability has been compromised,” Gallagher was quoted as saying in
the letter. “No reasonable alternatives to ...
Contractor mistake damages lone redwood tree at library
Anchor span – The span that counterbalances and holds in equilibrium the cantilevered portion of an adjacent span during construction. Anchorage –
Massive concrete structures, also called "cable ...
Tacoma Narrows Bridge history - Glossary
Pre-stressed concrete is made by running tendons throughout a concrete member or adjacent to it, and then pulling the tendons taut from the
anchorage ... in advance of a construction project ...
A Good, Hard Look At Pre-Stressed Concrete
ANCHORAGE, Alaska — The Anchorage Assembly has voted to revoke pandemic-related restrictions on businesses and gatherings and to make them
recommendations instead. The changes take effect Monday and ...
Anchorage making pandemic business, gathering rules advisory
The accident was one of the deadliest in the history of the subway, and questions quickly arose about the structural integrity of the mass transit
system, among the world’s busiest.
Mexico City metro overpass collapses onto road, killing at least 24 on train and below
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) — Anchorage officials said a new five-unit condo development built on a busy street near downtown represents an urban
planning experiment that could ease the city's ...
Anchorage says home plan could ease housing crisis
the Anchorage Daily News reported. The House's action on Thursday is aimed at providing guaranteed school funding ahead of time so local districts
to budget with concrete financial information.
Alaska House OKs bill to prevent future teacher layoffs
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP ... The transportation department had allocated $8 million for the construction project in 2019. After completing design
plans, public hearings, and environmental ...
US approves $47.5M to build new Alaska airport, repair 2
Funding was finally approved in 1966, and except for disruptions caused by the 1967 Chena River flood, construction proceeded ... Francis Bernardo
Mayer, an Anchorage architect, designed the ...
UAF’s Rasmuson Library carries on the dream of Charles Bunnell
ANCHORAGE (AP) — Anchorage will lift all limits on outdoor gatherings in a new coronavirus emergency order is set to take effect on Friday night.
Acting Mayor Austin Quinn-Davidson announced the ...
Anchorage to allow outdoor gatherings
ANCHORAGE, Alaska — Alaska wrongly denied some same-sex spouses benefits for years by claiming their unions were not recognized even after
courts struck down gay marriage bans, court documents ...
Alaska denied benefits to gay couples despite court rulings
Also unknown is whether the school district will relax attendance limits for games in conjunction with the city of Anchorage's easing of COVID-19
restrictions beginning on Monday. Throughout the ...
Cook Inlet Conference hockey tournament begins Tuesday with 2 games
ANCHORAGE, Alaska — The cause of a natural gas leak from a line that provides fuel for two Hilcorp Alaska offshore production platforms in Cook
Inlet is being investigated, the Alaska Department of ...
Cause of gas leak from Hilcorp fuel line being investigated
Other work planned this summer will be preparation for the construction of a steel deck arch bridge that will cross Juneau Creek. The state will start
building from both sides and meet in the middle.
Work to ease Sterling Highway congestion starts this summer
Following combustive talks between the world’s top two economies in Anchorage last month ... be an opportunity for major emitters to make
concrete commitments before the landmark U.N. COP ...
What's at Stake in U.S. Climate Envoy John Kerry's Trip to China
U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken and national security adviser Jake Sullivan will meet China's top diplomat Yang Jiechi and State Councilor
Wang Yi in Anchorage, fresh off of visits to ...
Bolstered by allies, Biden officials take blunt message to first China talks
All kinds of products have been affected, including concrete ... potentially reducing construction jobs this summer and putting a drag on Anchorage’s
economic recovery from COVID-19 this ...
Surging prices for lumber and building materials are slowing projects in Anchorage and driving up costs
April Excavation begins for east anchorage ... Completion of concrete roadway, sidewalks and curbs on suspended structure. July Official opening
ceremonies for 1940 Tacoma Narrows Bridge. Construction ...
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